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delos

Dark Matter Blue w/ blue titanium $524.99 12IBL
Black Dunes w/ black titanium $549.99 12IBK

Weight:  3.0 oz / 85 g
Blade Length:  3” / 7.6 cm
Overall:  7” / 17.7 cm 
Thickness: 0.125” / 3.2mm
Lock Type:  Frame Lock, made in Italy

Based on custom knifemaker Kurt 
Merriken’s popular “Karma” design, the 
Delos is an exceptionally elegant and 
eye-catching knife. The graceful handle 
profile and stunning modified tanto 
blade command attention and strike a 
perfect balance between aesthetics and 
functionality. 

Named for the mythological Greek 
birthplace of Apollo and Artemis, the 
Delos features premium 120-layer rose 
patterned German Damascus steel and 
handle scales made of anodized Tita-
nium and Fat Carbon® in “Dark Matter 
Blue” or “Black Dunes”. Fat Carbon® 
is a durable, lightweight carbon fiber 
composite that seems to change and 
shift in the light, making it a perfect 
pairing to the dramatic Damascus 
blade. The Delos includes stainless-steel 
caged bearings for rapid, smooth open-
ing and is held secure in your pocket 
with a contoured Titanium pocket clip. 
Complementing polished or black hard-
ware complete the look of this exquisite 
knife. Made in Maniago, Italy, known 
as the “city of knives”, where centuries of 
high-quality knife craftsmanship and the 
latest technology meet.
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The SOLSTICE ®

Designed by renowned custom knife maker Designed by renowned custom knife maker 
Andrew Demko, the Solstice is the epitome Andrew Demko, the Solstice is the epitome 
of executive knife excellence. Our mission of executive knife excellence. Our mission 
was to design the best gentleman’s knife was to design the best gentleman’s knife 
possible, with an eye for elegance and possible, with an eye for elegance and 
sophistication, and the performance to sophistication, and the performance to 
back up its good looks. Modern, discreet, back up its good looks. Modern, discreet, 
lightweight, and easily carried in your front lightweight, and easily carried in your front 
shirt or suit pocket, the Solstice was made shirt or suit pocket, the Solstice was made 
to Demko’s exacting standards and crafted to Demko’s exacting standards and crafted 
from the highest quality materials.from the highest quality materials.

Available in three blade styles (Straight, Available in three blade styles (Straight, 
Harpoon, or Wharncliffe) and featuring Harpoon, or Wharncliffe) and featuring 
aerospace grade titanium or optional aerospace grade titanium or optional 
carbon fiber handles, and premium USA carbon fiber handles, and premium USA 
made Crucible s35vn stainless steel for the made Crucible s35vn stainless steel for the 
ultimate edge retention and wear resis-ultimate edge retention and wear resis-
tance. The Solstice includes our signature tance. The Solstice includes our signature 
fold-over ambidextrous stainless steel deep fold-over ambidextrous stainless steel deep 
carry pocket clip and stainless steel caged carry pocket clip and stainless steel caged 
bearings with flipper opening for incredibly bearings with flipper opening for incredibly 
smooth and fast deployment. The Solstice smooth and fast deployment. The Solstice 
is more than an elegant accessory, it gives is more than an elegant accessory, it gives 
you the precision to perform, and the you the precision to perform, and the 
power to impress. power to impress. 

Weight:  1.7 oz / 49 g (Carbon Fiber)
  2.5 oz / 71 g (Titanium)
Blade Length:  3-1/2” / 9 cm
Thickness: 0.125” / 3.2mm 
Overall: 7-7/8” / 20 cm
Blade Finish:  Satin or Black PVD
Lock Type:  Liner Lock, made in Taiwan

 Wharncliffe / Satin / Carbon Fiber $209.99 8WFS 
 Straight / Black PVD / Titanium $244.99 10CTB 
 Harpoon / Satin / Titanium $229.99 9HTS 
 Wharncliffe / Black PVD / Carbon Fiber $209.99  8WFB 

Also Available:
Wharncliffe / Black PVD / Titanium $244.99 8WTB
Wharncliffe / Satin / Titanium $229.99 8WTS
Harpoon / Black PVD / Carbon Fiber $209.99 9HFB
Harpoon / Satin / Carbon Fiber $209.99 9HFS
Harpoon / Black PVD / Titanium $244.99 9HTB
Straight / Black PVD / Carbon Fiber $209.99 10CFB
Straight / Satin / Carbon Fiber $209.99 10CFS
Straight / Stain / Titanium $229.99 10CTS

PerfectionPOCKET KNIFE
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DAMASCUS SOLSTICE ®

Damascus w/ Dark Matter Red $399.99 10IFR 
Damascus w/ Dark Matter Blue $399.99 10IFB
Damascus w/ Dark Matter Bronze $399.99 10IFG

Weight:  1.7 oz / 49 g
Blade Length:  3-1/2” / 9 cm
Thickness: 0.125” / 3.2mm
Lock Type:  Frame Lock, made in Italy

We’ve taken our premier gentleman’s 
knife, the Solstice, to the next level, 
outfitting it with a frame lock, 120-layer 
rose patterned German Damascus steel 
and “Dark Matter” Fat Carbon® handle 
scales in Red, Blue or Bronze. Made in 
Maniago, Italy, the Damascus Solstice 
includes complementing anodized Tita-
nium handle scales, polished hardware, 
stainless-steel caged bearings and our 
signature ambidextrous fold-over stain-
less steel deep carry pocket clip. 

Titanium

Swirl Pattern + Black PVD $284.99  10ESB
Vine Pattern + Satin $269.99  10EVS
Fleur-De-Lis Pattern + Black PVD $284.99  10EFB
Clover Pattern + Satin $269.99  10ECS

Weight:  2.5 oz / 71 g
Blade Length:  3-1/2” / 9 cm
Thickness: 0.125” / 3.2mm
Lock Type:  Liner Lock, made in Taiwan

A knife that’s designed for distinction. Elevate your 
everyday carry with our Titanium Solstice, available 
in four precisely laser-engraved handle patterns 
and two blade finishes. The intricate, elegant 
engraving and modern, simple design make for 
a truly timeless pocket knife. Engraved models 
include the same premium features of the original 
Solstice, including USA-made Crucible s35vn steel, 
our signature fold-over ambidextrous stainless steel 
deep carry pocket clip, and stainless steel caged 
bearings. Contact us for a custom assembly with a 
Harpoon or Wharncliffe blade. 

SOLSTICE ®

Pocket clip
is reversible for 
left-handed carry
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Something for your deskDifferent
A letter opener, a fidget, a collectible, a tool. Our new Duo Desk Knife is all of these 
and more. Effortlessly open letters and packages while elevating your deskscape with 
a piece of functional art. The unique design features two symmetrical chisel ground 
knives held together with neodymium magnets. They snap together and apart with 
satisfying ease, perfect for anyone who is a fan of fidget tools and sensory gadgets. 

Designed in collaboration with custom knife maker Wes Crawford, the Duo Desk Knife 
is available in Wharncliffe or Spear Point blade shapes and features two unique CNC 
machined handle patterns and a comfortable finger groove for the ideal grip. Each 
individual knife is the optimal thickness for daily desktop cutting tasks. A premium 
walnut and stainless steel stand is included to elegantly display your knives and keep 
them in easy reach. Wharncliffe  $149.99  80DKW

Spear Point  $149.99  80DKS

Weight (knives):  3.0 oz / 85 g
Weight (stand):   4.4 oz / 125 g
Blade Length:  2-3/4” / 7 cm
Overall: 5-1/2” / 14 cm
Thickness: 0.15” / 3.8mm (each) 
 0.30” / 7.5mm (together) 
Steel: Japanese 420J2 Stainless Steel
 made in Taiwan
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Weight: 3.6 oz / 105 g (G-10)    
 4.0 oz / 113 g  (Aluminum)
 3.6 oz / 105 g  (Carbon Fiber+G-10)
Blade Length: 3-1/2” / 9 cm
Thickness: 0.125” / 3.2mm
Blade Finish: Satin Finish or Black PVD
Lock Type: Liner Lock, made in Taiwan

From the office to the outdoors, the Strategy 
series has you covered. An ideal all-purpose 
everyday carry knife designed by custom knife 
maker Mike Wallace, the Strategy features 
German K110 steel for outstanding edge reten-
tion and toughness, optional high-strength G-10 
milled scales, aircraft-grade aluminum, or peel-
ply Carbon Fiber & G-10 handles. The Strategy 
is outfitted with our signature ambidextrous 
fold-over deep carry clip and stainless steel 
caged bearings with flipper opening for incred-
ibly smooth and rapid deployment. 

The 

 Black PVD / Black G-10 $159.99 29BGB
 Black PVD / Peel Ply Carbon Fiber G-10 $169.99 29BCB
 Black PVD / Jade G-10 $159.99 29JGB
 Satin / Black G-10 $149.99 29BGD
 Black PVD / Aluminum $174.99 29BAB
  Satin / Jade G-10 $149.99 29JGD
 Satin / Peel Ply Carbon Fiber G-10 $159.99 29BCD
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 Mini / Satin Finish AUS-10A / Stainless Steel $79.99 42SMS
 Mini / Black PVD VG-10 / Carbon Fiber $124.99 42CMB
 Large / Satin Finish AUS-10A / Stainless Steel $99.99 42SLS
 Large / Black PVD VG-10 / Carbon Fiber $144.99 42CLB
 Mini / Satin Finish AUS-10A/ Black PVD Stainless $79.99 42SMB
  Large / Satin Finish AUS-10A / Black PVD Stainless $99.99 42SLB
 Mini / Satin Finish VG-10/ Carbon Fiber $124.99 42CMS
 Large / Satin Finish VG-10/ Carbon Fiber $144.99 42CLS
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Bearing the namesake of its designer, the 
Seaton is a classic gentleman’s knife updated 
with modern styling and materials. Featuring 
a sleek, elegantly contoured carbon fiber or 
stainless-steel handle, a compact leaf point 
blade made from Japanese AUS-10A or VG-
10 steel, and a thumb stud for easy opening. 
In keeping with its minimalist, lightweight 
and classic styling, the Seaton was designed 
without a pocket clip. The Seaton is a time-
less, classy pocket knife designed to handle 
smaller everyday cutting tasks, yet stylish 
enough for every outfit or occasion.

The 

Weight:  2.6 oz / 75 g (Large / Stainless)
  1.9 oz / 55 g (Mini / Stainless)
 1.5 oz / 42 g (Large / Carbon Fiber)
  1.0 oz / 28 g (Mini / Carbon Fiber) 
Blade Length:  2.75” (Large) 2.35” (Mini) 
Overall: 6.75”” (Large) 5.8” (Mini)
Lock Type:  Liner Lock, made in Taiwan
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Collect Carry and Protect 
Our collection of storage and everyday carry accessories are 
designed to protect and display your pocket knives in style.

EDC WALLET 
Designed to carry credit cards, cash, 
and your favorite small pocket knife or 
pen. Crafted from full grain leather, our 
EDC wallet securely holds any small knife 
measuring up to 3-1/2” long (closed) and 
includes a removable diamond patterned 
stainless steel money clip. 

KEY SLIP
A simple and stylish full grain 
leather slip designed to hold 
any small pocket knife up to 
3-1/2” long. Includes a sturdy 
stainless steel split ring to 
secure your keys.

KNIFE STORAGE CASES
Our knife storage cases feature a soft black 

leatherette exterior with red stitching, silver snap 
hardware, and a soft lined interior with our signa-

ture icon in contrasting red print. Knives are stored 
in individual cushioned sections and secured with 

elastic for safekeeping. Available in 3 sizes to hold 
either 4 slim knives, or 3 to 6 standard size knives. 

STORAGE POUCHES
Elegant knife storage for your desk-
top, travel case, backpack or purse. 
The dual version includes an internal 
leather divider to hold two slim knives 
like the Solstice, the single model 
holds individual standard size knives 
like the Strategy, Seaton, or Delos. 
Made of full grain leather.

4 Slim Knives $49.99  88CSO

6 Standard Knives $74.99  88CSW

3 Standard Knives $49.99  88CST
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Case Dimensions (6 knife case):  5-3/4” L x 9-1/4” W 
                  (4 or 3 knife case):  5-3/4” L x 4-3/4” W

Single - Standard $29.99  87PS
Dual - Slim $33.99  87PD
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Wallet w/ Money Clip $64.99  85WALA

Key Slip  $39.99  86KSB

Closed Dimensions (Single):  4-1/4”L x 1-1/2”W 
                    (Dual): 4-3/4”L x 1-1/2”W
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Wallet and Key Slip
shown with Mini Seaton
(knife not included) 

Single pouch 
shown with Delos
(knife not included)
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We stand behind our products 100%. All Ocaso® knives and accessories carry a limited lifetime 
warranty. We warrant that our knives are free of defects in workmanship and materials. If one 
of our knives ever breaks or fails because of a material or manufacturing defect, we’ll repair or 
replace the knife. This warranty does not cover normal wear and tear, damage, breakage or 

failure caused by misuse, lack of normal maintenance, or disassembly.

WesWes
CRAWFORD

AndrewAndrew
DEMKO

KurtKurt
MERRIKEN

MikeMike
WALLACE

DavidDavid
SEATON

OCASO DESIGNERS

LIFETIME WARRANTY

www.ocasoknives.com       

info@ocasoknives.com       

(805) 500-8043

Instagram  
ocaso_knives

1129 Maricopa Hwy. #B162 
Ojai, CA 93023

YouTube  
Ocaso Knives

Facebook
ocasoknives

We believe a well-designed, well-made knife is like a piece of functional art. Our mission is to de-
sign and craft knives and everyday carry accessories with a focus on luxury, fit and finish, and the 
performance to match their good looks. We use premium materials including Titanium, Carbon 
Fiber, and Damascus to create knives that are the ultimate expression of your personal style.

Founded in 2022, Ocaso is a family-owned business based in Ojai, CA. Contact us if you have 
any questions, concerns, or just want to talk about knives. We’re happy to hear from you.

About OCASO ®


